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Abstract 
On constructing CPM propagators with an abundant number of terms by MATHEMATICA, we have shown that the 
CPM[N, Q], where N is the number of polynomial terms by which the potential is approximated in each interval and 
Q the number of corrections introduced, is a method of order 2N + 2 at low energies if Q >/ [~NJ + l and of order 
N at high energies if Q ~> 1. We have also proved that in the last case the error damps out as l/v/E for both initial- 
and boundary-value problems. We have written a program for boundary-value problems which is of order 12, 10 at low 
and high energies, respectively, and have found out that it is far more efficient han the well-established codes SL02F, 
SLEDGE and SLEIGN. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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I. Introduction 
The piecewise perturbation methods are specialized methods for the solution of the Schr6dinger 
equation. Their very principle is strongly different o that of the usual numerical methods, like 
Runge-Kutta or multistep methods. They use the perturbation technique as the tool to construct and 
correct he solution and the higher the number of perturbations, the better the solution is. 
A subclass of these methods has received particular attention. It is the subclass of methods which 
take piecewise constant  approximations to the potential for the construction of zeroth-order solutions. 
This subclass, named the CPM family (abbreviation for constant (reference potential) perturbation 
method), is discussed in detail in [5]. 
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The CPM methods exhibit the advantage that with them the energy dependence of the error is 
bounded. This is in contrast to the case of the usual numerical methods where the error increases with 
energy so that separate techniques have to be introduced in order to partially remove such behaviour 
(see [7, 2, 4] for such a technique). However, the very algorithms of various CPM versions are 
difficult to construct because a lot of analytical calculations are required and for many years this 
seemed to be a serious obstacle. The advent of software packages for analytical calculations, in 
particular of MATHEMATICA, has allowed the removal of this barrier. In fact, the central technical 
element of this paper is the set of formulae given in Appendix B which were all obtained by 
MATHEMATICA [12]. They are used in several contexts throughout the paper. The first and perhaps 
most important fact from a heuristic point of view is that they allow a deeper insight into the error 
analysis. They have established the so-called Z-dependence of the results, and have also been used 
to find bounds for the error in the asymptotic regime of large energies. They have also enabled the 
extension of the concept of the order of a numerical method to the asymptotic ase. 
Another step ahead consists in the very numerical algorithm based on Eqs. (B.1)-(B.4). The 
algorithm is of order 12 for low energies and of order 10 in the asymptotic regime. Therefore, this 
algorithm is significantly better than the algorithms typically used in connection with the Sturm- 
Liouville problem. As a matter of fact, [8] is an excellent presentation of the state of the art in 
the latter field, and we found there a lot of useful elements of reference and comparison. We used 
problems 1, 2 and 7 in the list given in Appendix B of [8] extensively and it was very useful to 
have three well-established codes available, viz., SL02F [10], SLEDGE [11] and SLEIGN [3]. The 
comparison on which we report convincingly shows that, although we do not ignore the fact that 
these codes have a larger range of applicability, for the Schr6dinger equation the algorithm proposed 
by us is far more efficient. 
2. Basic formulae 
We focus on the initial-value problem for the Schr6dinger equation 
y"=(V(x) -E )y ,  xE[a,b], y(a)=yo, y ' (a )=y o, (2.1) 
where V(x), the potential, is supposed to be a well-behaved function and E, the energy, is a constant. 
A partition of [a,b] is introduced, with the mesh points xo=a,x~,x2 .... ,xk°,,,=b and in each 
interval Ik=[Xk-~,Xk], k= 1,2,... ,kmax, later on denoted generically by I=[X ,X  + h], the solution is 
advanced by the so-called propagation matrix algorithm 
y!X +h) l u(h) l y!X) l
y(X+h) J  [ [ (2.2) = u ' (h )  v'(h)] y (x)I 
Functions u(6) and v(6), where 6=x-X ,  called propagators, are the solutions of the local problem 
y" (8)=(V(X  + 8) - E)y(8), 8 E [0,h] (2.3) 
with the initial values y(0)= 1,y'(0)=0 for u and y(0)=0, y'(0)= 1 for v. The one-step ropagation 
matrix is 
P(8)= [ u,{8) v(8) l (2.4) 
L u (8) v (8)J 
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and its inverse reads 
[ v'(6) -v(6)] (2.5) e-'(6)= L-u'(6) u(6)j' 
because Det[P(6)]= 1. It follows that the knowledge of u(h), v(h), u'(h) and v'(h) is sufficient o 
advance the solutions in both directions. 
To construct the propagators v(6) and u(6) the pertubation approach is used. Let 
9= 5 f0 h h V(X+6)d6, AV(6)=V(X+6)- 9. (2.6) 
The original potential then reads 
V(X + 3)----- 9 + AV(6) (2.7) 
where 9 is a constant. 
The procedure consists in taking 97" as the reference potential and AV(6) as a perturbation. Thus, 
the procedure is abbreviated as a CPM, short for constant (reference potential) perturbation method. 
Its main elements are given in [5]. 
Each of u(6) and v(6), denoted generically by p(6), is written as a perturbation series: 
p(6)=po(6) + p1(6) + p2(6) + p3(6) + ' - ' ,  (2.8) 
where the zeroth-order term po(6) is the solution of 
II P0 =(V - E)po (2.9) 
with p0(0)= 1,pg(0)=0 for u0 and p0(0)=0, p~(0)= 1 for v0. The correction pq, q= 1,2,... obeys 
the equation 
pq=(V - E)pq + AV(6)pq_,, pq(O)=p'q(O)=O. (2.10) 
With Z(6)=(9-  E)6 z and functions ~(Z), rio(Z), rij(Z),..., defined in Appendix A, the zeroth-order 
propagators are 
u0(6)=~(Z(6)), Vo(6)=6rio(Z(6)) (2.1 1) 
and the following iteration procedure xists to construct the corrections. 
Correction pq-l is assumed as known and of such a form that the product AV(6)pq_~ reads 
oo  
A V(6)po_ ,(6) = Q(6)~(Z(6)) + ~ Rm(6)6 zm+' rim(Z(6)). 
m=o 
Then pq(6) and p'q(6) are of the form 
pq(6)= Cm(6)62m+lrim(Z(6)), 
m=0 
pq(6) = C0(6)~(Z(6)) "-~ Z(Crn((~) --~ 6Gin+ 1 (6))62m+l rim(Z(6)), 
m=0 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
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where Co(8), Cl(8),. . .  are given by quadrature (see again [5]): 
C0(8)= O(8,)dS,, (2.15) 
1 m f6  m- I  - - Cm(8)=-~8- 61 [R,,_1(61) - C~,,_1(8~)]d81, re=l,2,.... (2.16) 
To calculate successive corrections for u, the starting functions in AV(6)po(8) are 
Q(8)=AV(8) ,  Ro(8)=R~(8) . . . . .  0, while for v they are Q(8)=0, Ro(8)=AV(8), R~(8)= 
R2(8) . . . . .  0. 
The practical inconvenience is that successive quadratures starting from an arbitrary AV(8) are 
difficult to manipulate. For this reason, there is an intermediate stage in the procedure in which 
V(X + 6) is approximated by a polynomial in 8. More exactly, it is assumed that V(X + 8) can be 
written as a series of shifted Legendre polynomials P*(8/h) in the following way: 
V(X + 8)= ~ V,h"P*(8/h). (2.17) 
n=0 
The expressions of several P*(7) polynomials, 7E [0, 1], are as follows (see [1]): 
P*(7) = 1, P1"(7)= - 1 + 27, 
P*(7) = 1 - 67 + 672, P* (7)= - 1 + 127 - 3072 + 2073. 
The original V(X + 8) is then approximated by the truncated series 
N 
vIN)(x + 8)= ~ V,h"P*(8/h). (2.18) 
n--0 
As a matter of fact, we have opted for the shifted Legendre polynomials because V IN) represents 
the best approximation to V in Lz (x ,x  ÷ h) by a polynomial of degree ~<N. 
It is then the equation 
y(N)"=(v(N) (x  ÷ 8) -- E )y  (N), 8 E [0, h], (2.19) 
the one whose propagators are actually constructed via CPM. With 
N 
~'= Vo, /~kV(8)=AV(N)(8) = ~ V,h"P*(8/h), (2 .20)  
n=l 
integrals (2.15), (2.16) can be solved analytically. Each Cm(8) is a polynomial and the series (2.13) 
and (2.14) are finite. 
In Appendix B we give the expressions of u(h), hu'(h), v(h)/h and v'(h) obtained by MATHEMAT- 
ICA with a sufficient number of terms to be transparent for the error analysis and also to generate 
an algorithm of order 12 when Z(h)=(Vo - E)h 2 ---+ 0 and order 10 when -Z(h) --~ +ec. 
These expressions also allow us to write the algorithm to advance the derivatives with respect 
to E of y and y'. This algorithm is necessary to supplement the algorithm for the solutions alone 
because, as explained later on, its results are useful in the computation of the eigenvalues of the 
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boundary-value problem associated to the Schr6dinger equation and also in the computation of the 
normalized eigenfunctions. 
On differentiating (2.2) with respect o E we get 
[ yE(X + h) y!X) ] u(h) v!h) ] y e(X)] 
y (X) J  v(h)J yE(X) ] 
and since [~(Z(h)]E= -- ½h2rlo(Z(h)), [rb,(Z(h))]e= - ½hZqm+l(Z(h)), m=0, 1,2,..., see Eq. (1.8), 
the expressions of ue(h), VE(h)/h, hu}(h) and v}(h) are easily obtained upon replacing ~ by -ghl 2tl ° 
andtlm by 1 2 - sh  ~]m+l in Eqs. (B.1)-(B.4). 
The possibility of getting the corrections in analytic form by MATHEMATICA allows the formulation 
of various CPM versions. One way to characterize a CPM is to mention N and the maximal order 
Q of the perturbations u ed in the algorithm. Such a version will be referred to as CPM[N, Q]. Only 
cases N=Q=0,  N=I ,  Q=l ,2  and N=2,  Q=l ,2  have been considered so far (see again [3]). 
3. Error analysis of CPM[N, Q] 
As explained above, CPM[N, Q] consists of two stages to be performed at each step. The first 
consists of approximating V(X + 6) by V(N)(x + 6). This approximation gives rise to the errors 
~N)= max{ly(xk) - y(N)(xk)l, ]y'(xk) - y(N)t(Xk)[}, k= 1,2,...,kmax. (3.1) 
The second stage consists of solving Eq. (2.19) by the perturbation technique with Q corrections 
included. The associated errors are 
g}N,Q]: max{ly(N)(xk) _ 35(Xk)[, y(N),(Xk) _ Y(Xk)[}, k= 1,2,... ,kmax, (3.2) 
where {)3(Xk),)3'(Xk)} are the numerical values obtained by propagating the solution along the step 
intervals by using CPM[N, Q]. The error of the whole procedure, i.e., 
e~u'Q] : max{lY(Xk) - )3(x~) I, ly'(xk) - 35'(x~)l }, k :  1,2,...,kmax (3.3) 
is bounded by the sum of both errors, namely 
-IN, Q] ~N). ~N,Q] ~ 6k ..~ (3.4) 
The local errors are governed by the truncation in the components of the one-step ropagation 
matrix and therefore it is the latter which will be investigated. If p(N) and pEN, QI are the one-step 
propagation matrices of the exact and CPM[N, Q] solution of Eq. (2.19), respectively, the one-step 
errors of the two stages are given by the differences Ap(N)=P-  ~]~(N) and Ap[N'Q]=P (N) -p[N,Q]. 
The four components of AP ~N) and AP [N'°I are of the form ~ . . . . .  ,,, C~)qm, ~=u,u',v,v', where 
C(m ~) are given by Eqs. (B.5)-(B.8) under suitable restrictions. In the case of AP (N) only the terms 
which contain at least one I?i with i>N should be retained in Eqs. (B.5)-(B.8). For AP IN'Q] we 
put /?N÷l----~+2 . . . . .  0 and, in addition, we disregard the monomials of degree q>Q from the 
retained terms. It follows that each of the four components of AP (N) or  of AP IN'Q] is generically 
of the form 
Z Am(Vl, V2 .... )qm(Z(h)), (3.5) 
m~mmin 
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with ~--V/h '+2. Each Am consists of a linear combination of monomials ~ ' -~2. . .  and each 
monomial exhibits a precise h dependence. Monomial ~2,  for instance, behaves as h 11 . We can 
then always take some h* such that, for any h <~ h*, Am is approximated by a single term, viz., the 
term with the smallest power in h and we retain in the whole sum only the terms whose power in 
h is the smallest along the whole set of Am's. 
It is important to emphasize that this approximation i volves ~, 172,... but not Vo. The contribution 
in Eqs. (B.1)-(B.4) of the latter is entirely absorbed in the argument Z(h)- - (V0-E)h z of ~, q0,/11 . . . .  , 
which, in its turn, is also the only place where the energy appears. The implication is that some 
fixed small h does not necessarily imply that IZ(h)] is also small. This happens only when V0 and 
E remain sufficiently close to each other. As E is a free parameter in Eq. (2.1) and we want to 
analyse the error behaviour at arbitrary E, the whole range of Z's has to be investigated. However, 
we can cover only two relevant extreme cases: IZ(h)l small and Z(h) large and negative. In the 
latter case the asymptotic expansions (A.7) are appropriate. They indicate that only the component 
with the smallest m survives in sum (3.5). The values of mmin are 1 for ~=u,v', 0 for ~=u'  and 
2 for ~--v. Some h'* exists such that, for any h <<, h'*, Am,,,, is well approximated by the term with 
the smallest power in h. With h=min{h*,h'*},  the following theorem exists: 
Theorem. I f  CPM[N, Q] is applied to propagate the solution on an equidistant partition with h <<, h, 
then 
- i f  the energy E is such that IZ(h)l is small in all intervals, a constant CN exists such that 
elk N'Q] < CN h2N+2, k=l,2,. . . ,kma×, (3.6) 
provided Q>~L~NJ + I, N - -1 ,2 , . . . ,5  and Q=0 for N=0.  The energy dependence of  CN is 
stronger and stronger as N increases. 
- i fE  is such that Z(h) << 0 in all intervals, an energy independent constant C~ exists such that 
-as N e~ N'QI < CNh fv/-E, k= 1,2 . . . .  ,kmax. (3.7) 
provided Q ~> 1 if N = 1, 2, . . . ,  and again Q = 0 if N = O. 
The limitation of N up to 5 in the first part of the theorem is caused by the limited number of 
terms in Eqs. (B.1)-(B.4). However, we think that the corresponding claim remains valid at any 
N. As a matter of fact, it is of the same type as a result obtained for Sturm-Liouville problems by 
means of the superconvergence theory, Theorem 9.5 in [8]. 
Our theorem suggests that, with the stated conditions on Q, each CPM[N, Q] is characterized by 
two different orders: order n0--2N +2 is valid if IZ(h)l is small, while if Z(h) is large and negative, 
the associated asymptotic order is nas zN .  This theorem also shows that there is a damping of the 
error when E is increased. 
Proof. (A) Case of  small IZ(h)l. 
First stage: With the stated condition h < h, the leading term representations of the deviations 
AP (N) for several N's  are: 
[ I [ - sV lq l  -lhV2q2 1 3 -- V1 ~]1 -- V2h2q2 ] AP(°)~ ~PzZrl2 ½~'1.,  =~h FV2hZ. 2 V1F]I j ,  (3.8) 
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Ap( l )  ~ 5 
1~2Z/]2 ' - _ --sV1Vz/]3 F/]2 - V1 h2/]3 
[ - 1 
5 hVl V3/]4 AP  (2) ~ V3Z/]3 1 - - 
- - lV lV3( / ]2  - -  8/]3) IV3Z/]3 
1 7 -F/]3 VI hZq4 ] 
= 5 V3h - VI(/]2 - 8/]3) F/]3 J ' 
Ap(3),~[¼VIV4(2/]3-21/]4) -lh~r4Z/]4 ] 
~ P4Z2/]4 -¼ l?, /7"4(2/]3 - 21q4) 
= ~V4h9 [ IVl(2/]3-21/]4)F2/]  
I 1 - 2 
/kp(4) ~, -~VsZ /]5 
- ~ ¢, P~z(e/]4 - e9/]~) 
= 1Vshl I [ -F2/]5 
Z [ -- ½ V1F(2/]4 - 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
] 1 V1(2/]3 - 21/]4) ' (3.11) 
¼hJ 7", I7"5(2/]4 - 27/]5)] 
1 - 2 J VsZ /]5 
Iv , (2/]4 - 27/]5)] (3.12) 
29/]5) F2/]5 J ' 
-'~hV6Z q6 
1 V1 V6Z(/]5 - -  18//6) Ap (5) ~,~ i P623~6 -~ 
= ~V6FhI3 [Vl(/]5- 18/]6) -F/]6 
F2/]6 - -V I ( / ]  5 - -  18/]6) ' (3.13) 
where Z=Z(h)=Fh 2, F= Vo-  E. The argument Z of the /]'s is omitted. 
To obtain these expressions we used the expressions (B.5)-(B.8) for the corresponding particular 
values of Vg and further worked out the /]m terms. For example, to obtain element - I  V3Z/]3 in AP (2), 
we considered only the monomials containing at least one Vi, with i > 2 in Eq. (B.5). The upper 
left element of AP (2) (let us denote it by Au (21) is of the form (3.5) with A,,=C~,~ ). As explained 
before, only the terms with the smallest power in h are retained in the sum (3.5) and thus we get 
/~U(2) ,-~ 1 - 1 ¢3Z/]3 -~V3( / ]  1 - -  5/]2)_~.--~ . 
Eqs. (3.8)-(3.13) collectively illustrate three relevant details: 
(i) Although there is no explicit appearence of Z(h) in Eqs. (B.5)-(B.8), on many occasions /]'s 
combine in Eqs. (B.1)-(B.4) in a form in which Z(h) is factorized. The consequence is that if 
f If(Z)l/~(z) if Z > 0, 
f l [ f (Z)]= ~x (3.14) / I f (Z) l  if Z ~< 0 
is chosen to measure the numerical importance of f (Z ) ,  then /~[/]m(Z)]=/]m(0)= 1/(2m + 1)!!, 
and the bound is reached just at Z~=0. This is no longer true for ~[ZP/]m(Z)],p¢O, which 
attains its maximum value at Zc¢0. For instance,/~[Z3/]6(Z)]= [Z~3q6(Zc)l with Z¢=-60.8. This 
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indicates that the maximal value of many of the above matrix elements is reached at some 
well determined Zc < 0, a fact which will be useful in writing the conditions for the stepsize 
adjustment. 
(ii) The energy dependence of the error is more and more substantial when N is increased. Each 
of AP  (°) and AP  (1) contains only one energy-dependent component and this is linear. Two 
linear elements appear in AP  ~z), one quadratic and one linear element in AP  (3) and so on. 
(iii) The one-step h dependence AP (u) ~ h 2N+3 is manifest in all cases. 
Remarks (ii) and (iii) collectively suggest hat a constant CN l exists such that 
~(N) / r l  h2N+2 k ~'~N n , k= l ,2  . . . .  , kma x (3.15) 
and that the energy dependence of C 1 increases with N. Bound (3.15) is known in a different 
context (see [6, Theorem 9.5]), but the stated energy dependence is new. 
Second staoe: We analysed the behaviour of AP IN'Q] by the same technique to obtain 
[ al 7Q+l hcl 7"Q+2 ] vIQ+lh3(Q+I, a cVlh 4 
A eI,.o, = [ bVlh' -. ] 
(Q=O or even), 
--- (3.16) 
[a/7"Q+I hc(  "Q+I ] [;h ch 2] L bPlO+l/h aI7 "Q+I J = V1Q+lh3o+2 ah (Q odd) 
and 
at', 
LbvQ+I/h 
hc..  1 ra.1 c h' 1 - -ag l  Q+I = vIQh3(Q+I) LbV2 -a~'l 
= vje+lh3Q +2 I ah 
b ah ] 
(Q=0 or even), 
(Q odd), 
(3.17) 
where CN, Q only weakly depends on energy. On corroborating results (3.15) and (3.18), inequality 
(3.6) follows. 
(B) Case of large and neyative Z(h) 
The errors in the one-step ropagators p(N) and ptN, Q1 can be found easily by examining AP (N) 
and ApEN,01 again, provided that now the asymptotic behaviour of the functions ¢,t/0, t/l,.., has to 
be used. The result will be that the bound for the local error behaves as hnE -1/2 where n depends 
on N and Q. It is natural to expect hat the bound for the accumulated error will behave as h"*E"'* 
with n*=n-  1 but what about n'*? Has the energy dependence deteriorated, improved or does 
it remain unmodified uring the propagation of the numerical solution? The problem makes sense 
because in all one-step ropagation matrices there is one term which increases with E. This is u;, 
which behaves as E m, and its very existence may suggest a severe deterioration. 
The following introductory considerations will be of help in answering the question correctly. 
~N,Q] <CN, Qh3Q+1 , k= 1,2 . . . .  ,kmax, (3.18) 
N=2,3 , . . . ,  where a, b and c depend on r/'s in a form in which Z cannot be factorized. This 
suggests that a constant  CN, Q exists such that 
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We consider the 2 x 2 matrix 
M(7, fl)=Mo + AM(~,fl), (3.19) 
where 
[ a b/dO)I, AM(~,fl)= [ ;a  flb/~o] (3.20) Mo = -bo) b~o -~a ' 
with given constants co > 0, a and b. We construct he product matrix 
R(k, a, ~) = M(c~k, flk )M(~k-,, ilk-, )"" M(aj, fll ) (3.21 ) 
where a={~,,~2 .... ,:q} and ~={fl,,f l2,..-,f lk} and our final aim is to find a bound for the differ- 
ence 
AR(k, a (2), p(2 ), a(I) ' ]~(1) = R(k, a (2), ]~(2) -- R(k, a (l), j8 (1)). (3.22) 
We work under the assumption that all involved ~'s and fl's are small enough that the linear terms 
alone are sufficient. We have 
R(k, ot,~)=Mko + S(k, ot, fl), (3.23) 
with 
S(k, ty, p )= M~-I  /XM(~I,f l ,  ) -[- " " -[- Mko-m/kM(o~m,flm)M~ -l  - I - . . .  + AM(a,,fi, )M~-' , (3.24) 
and obviously 
AR(k, ot (2), ~(2 ), a(1), ~(I)) = S(k, a (2) - a (j), ~(2) _/~(1 )). (3.25 ) 
Thus, we have to focus on S(k, a, ~) whereby e,= a(2) -a(1) and p=~(2)_/~(1 ). To perform the sums 
on the r.h.s, of Eq. (3.24) we have first to place AM in an appropriate position in each term. Since 
M~' has the same structure as M0 alone, i.e., 
[ am bm/o)] (3.26) 
mff = _bmo ) am ' 
the following anticommutation relation holds: 
Mko-mAM(~m, tim) + AM(am, flm)Mko -m =2ak_mAM(Tm, tim). (3.27) 
The current term in the sum (3.24) then reads 
M~ -m A M ( ~m, tim )Mg'- ' = A M ( C~m, flm )Qm , (3.28) 
where 
Om=[  --rm~oqm rm/CO]qm I (3.29) 
with 
qm = 2ak-mam- 1-- 8k- I, 
rm =2ak-mbm-1 -- bk-I ,  
(3.30) 
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and a0 = 1, b0 =0,  so that, finally, 
E s S(k,.,, #) = to~ 
with 
k k 
s=a Z ~mqm -- b Z t~mVm, 
m=l  m=l  
k k 
t=a  Z O~mrm + b ~_, flmqm. 
m=l  m=l  
Each element of  S is bounded by the corresponding element in the matrix 
I 
with 
k k 
~(k,~,/~)= la[~ Ic~llqml + Ibl ~ 13mllrml, 
m=] m=l  
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
k k 
?(k, ae, f i )= la[ ~ I~llrml + Ibl ~ 13mllqm[. (3.35) 
m=l  m=l  
Of immediate interest is the particular case 
~(Z)(1 + ~) 
Zno(Z)(1 - 3) 
hno(Z)(1 + t~)] 
~(z)(1 - ~) ] 
M(~,~)  = 
C cos(coh)(1 + c~) sin(ogh)(1 +/~)/co 
/ 
/ -ogsin(coh)(1 - fl) cos(o~h)(1 - ~) ' 
where Z=-Eh  2 is an approximation valid when E>> V0, and to=v/-L In this case we have a= 
cos(coh), b= sin(ogh) and therefore am = cos(mcoh), bm = sin(mooh), so that 
qm =2 cos[ (k  - m)oJh] cos[ (m - 1 )coh] - cos[(k - 1 )~h], 
rm =2 cos[(k - m)o)h] sin[(m - 1 )~h] - sin[(k - 1 )coh]. (3.37) 
Since Iq,.I ~<3 and Irml ~<3, it follows that s and t are bounded as 
k 
~(k, ot, fl),i(k, ot, fl) ~< 3 Z[ l~ml  ~-I]~ml] 
m=l  
~< 6k max []~m], I/~m[] • (3.38) 
m = l , . . . , k  
(3.36) 
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Hence, we can safely assign 
g(k,a, fl)=?(k,a,#)=6k max [l  l,]ftml]" (3.39) 
m = 1,...,k 
as the only a and fl dependent component in S. Altogether, each matrix element of deviation (3.25) 
is bounded by the corresponding element of the matrix 
S(k, Aot, A,)=g(k, Aot, A , )  [ 1 1/1] co ' (3.40) 
with g given by Eq. (3.39). 
If Z << 0, the asymptotic relations (A.7) are valid so that only the terms with ¢ and q~ are relevant 
in Eqs. (B.I) and (B.4), with Zqo and rh in Eq. (B.2) and with q0 and ~/2 in Eq. (B.3). In fact, in 
all cases the first neglected term decays by a factor 1/v/-E faster than the last term retained. 
In this approximation, all one-step ropagation matrices become of the form (3.36). As a matter 
of fact, the expressions of CI u), C~ ~'), C~ ~) and C} '/~, the only ones which are active in this case, 
exhibit a characteristic structure: they are sums over either even or odd labelled P~'s. Although the 
terms collected in Eqs. (B.5)-(B.8) are only up to Pl0, the examination of Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16) 
shows that this structure is true for any N. With this point in mind and by denoting 
c~(j)_ 1 J J 
2h2E ~/P2j+l , ft(j)_ 1 2h~E ~ I7"2j+2, (3.41) 
j=0  j=0 
1 ~-~ 12 ~-~ /52j+2, A~ <J)- 2h~E Vz j+I ,  Aft(J)-- 2 E j : J+l 
j= J+ l  
(3.42) 
we obtain 
p ~ M(~(~),ftl~)), p~O) ~ M(0,0),  p(l) ~ p[l,q ~ M(cdo~,0), 
p(N) ~ piN, l] ~ M(o~(s,l, ft(s2)), N=2,3 , . . .  (3.43) 
with .I1 =J2=N/2 - 1 for even N and J1 =(N - 1)/2, J2=(N - 3)/2 for odd N. 
First stage: Let P; and p}N) be the propagation matrices associated to Eqs. (2.1) and (2.19), re- 
spectively, on the interval [x;_ l,X;]. The error accumulated after k steps is AP~a N) = PkP*-~"" PzP~- 
Pk N)p(N) I:lP(N)I~(N) and it is bounded by S, Eq. (3.40), with g(k, Aa(-1),Afl (-1)) for N=0,  Jt k - i  " ' '~  2 Jt 1 
g(k, Aa(°),A~ (-l)) for N= 1, and s(k, Aot(J'),A~ (J2)) for N=2,3 , . . . .  Since h<h,  the following ap- 
proximations exist: 
1 - 1 , Aft(j) 1 A~ (J) ~ 2h2---- ~ V2J+3 = ~-~ V2J+3 h2d+3 "~ 2---E V2j+4h2J+4" (3.44) 
Since, moreover, (i) min{2J1 + 3, 2J2 + 4} =N + 1 for each N, (ii) there is a kmax =(b-  a)/h factor 
in (3.39) and (iii) there is a general common factor 1/E in all Acd J) and Ae (J), a matrix of the 
form 
s(N)--TNhN[~)E l ie)] (3.45) 
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exists, where TN is some constant which depends on the potential only, such that each element of 
AP~ N) is bounded by the corresponding element in this ~(x). 
Second stage: The error accumulated after k steps is 
- . .  
By necessity, from (3.43), we have Ap~[N'QI =0 for any N= 1,2 .... if Q/> 1. Case N=0 is of course 
out of discussion. On corroborating this result and Eq. (3.45) in which e~=V~, the bound (3.7) 
results. The proof is thus completed. [] 
The result (3.7) is entirely new and we want to illustrate it on an experimental example. We 
consider CPM[0,0] for which Eq. (3.7) suggests that there will be no h dependence in the error. 
Eq. (3.45) offers more detailed information. Both y and y' depend not only on x but also on the 
input energy E. Let us then make this explicit in the argument list, viz., y(x,E) and y'(x,E). If 
we denote by y(U)(x,E) the solution of Eq. (2.1) with initial conditions y(~)(a,E)= 1, y(~)'(a,E)=O, 
and denote by y(~)(x,E) the solution of the same equation with initial conditions y(~)(a,E)=O, 
y(~')'(a,E)=l, then Eq. (3.45) suggests that the deviations Ay(~)(b,E) and Ay(~')'(b,E) will vary 
between the limits -I-To/E, Ay(")'(b,E) between ±To/x/E, and Ay(~)(b,E) between 4-To~E3/< In 
particular, it follows that the products AY(~)(b,E)=Ay("I(b,E).E and AY(")'(b,E)=AyI"~'(b,E).v/--E 
should vary between the same h independent limits. 
To illustrate this behaviour, we take the Paine potential 
1 
V(x) = (x + 0.1 )2, a =0, b= ~ (3.46) 
and plot AY(")(b,E) at h=~x and h=~0~ in Fig. 1 and AYI~)'(b,E) at the same step sizes in 
Fig. 2, for energies between 400 and 2000. We see that, indeed, the upper and lower limits of the 
amplitudes are pretty similar in both graphs. 
4. Eigenvalue error 
CPM[N, Q] can be used to locate the eigenvalues by shooting. Assume that the boundary condi- 
tions are 
(4.1) 
A,y(a )+B,y ' (a )=O,  ]A,I + IB, I#0,  
Azy(b) +Bzy'(b)=O, IAzl + IB2[#0. 
The linear combination 
y(x, E) =B~ y(")(x, E) - A l y(")(x, E) (4.2) 
automatically satisfies the boundary condition at a at any trial E. Eigenvalue Es is that value of E 
for which y(x,E) also satisfies the second boundary condition. Upon introducing 
phi[y, y'; b,E] = B~Azy(")(b,E) - AiA2y(~)(b,E) 
+B1B2y(U)'(b, E) - A iB:y(~)'(b, E),  (4.3) 
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Es satisfies 
phi[y, y'; b, Es] = 0. (4.4) 
If )5("), )5(u),, )5(L,) and )5(~)' are the approximations fumished by running CPM[N, Q] the resultant 
eigenvalue E~ satisfies 
phi[)5, y ;b,E,] =0 (4.5) 
and, of course, E,¢Es  because the values of y and y' at b differ from the ones of )5 and j .  
Our problem consists of finding the dependence of the absolute rror in eigenenergies diEs =Es-Es  
in terms of the errors 
diy(b, ED=y(b,~', , )  - )5(b, Es) and diy'(b, Es)=y'(b,E~) - y(b,E~).  (4.6) 
We first consider differences of the form 9(b, Es ) -  O(b, Es) where 9 is any of y(,,),y(U),,y(L,) and 
y(~')'. Upon expanding 9 around Es and retaining only the linear terms we directly obtain 
9(b, Es) - O(b, Es)=diEsgE(b, Es) + dig(b, Es), (4.7) 
where, as usual, 9E is the partial derivative of O with respect o E. If we subtract Eq. (4.5) from 
Eq. (4.4) and use Eqs. (4.3) and (4.7), diEs is readily obtained: 
phi[diy, diy'; b, Es] 
diEs = - 
phi[yE, " - Ye, b,E,] 
B1A2 di y(")(b, Es) - A 1Azdi y(~)(b, E~) + B1B2 di y(")'(b, Es) - A IB2 di y(~')'(b, Es) 
B " (Vblb ~ BlA2y~")(b, Es) - A,Azy~)(b, Es) + B,Bzy(EU)'(b, Es) - Al 2YE ~. ,.,-,s, 
(4.8) 
Eq. (4.8) allows conclusions to be drawn on the behaviour of AE, in the two extreme regimes. 
If Es is low enough so that [Z(h) I is small in all intervals, the accumulated errors Ay and Ay' are 
bounded as in Eq. (3.6) and then a constant KN exists such that 
[diEs[ <KNh 2N+2, (4.9) 
where KN increasingly depends on energy when N is increased. 
The case of asymptotic E~ requires a separate investigation. To measure the influence of the 
denominator in Eq. (4.8), we evaluate the derivatives with respect to E for the simple equation 
y"= - Ey which is a reasonable approximation of Eq. (2.1) in this case. We have 
y(")(x, E) = y(~)'(x, E) = cos(x/Ex), 
y(U)'(x, E)----  v/E s in(v~x),  y(~)(x, E) = sin(x/-Ex)/x/E, (4.10) 
and therefore 
y(EU)(x, E) = y~)'(x, E) = - x sin(x/-Ex)/(2x/E), 
y~U)'(x, E) =-  [sin(x/-Ex)/v/-E + x cos(v/Ex)]/2, (4.11 ) 
y('~)"x E" r sin(x/~x)/v/-~ + x cos(v/--Ex)]/(ZE) E ~, , )=L- -  
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There are three cases: 
(i) B1¢0,B2~0 and AI=A2=0. In this case, only the term with cos(v/E,b), coming from 
y(eU)'(b, Es), survives in the denominator of Eq. (4.8). In the numerator it is the term with 
Ay(")'(b, is)  which survives and, since this behaves as 1/~/r~,, it results that AE~. ~ 1/V/'~,. 
(ii) BI¢O, A2¢O or  AI¢0,B2¢0. Terms with 1/V/Es survive in the denominator whereas in the 
numerator the surviving terms are those proportional to l/E, and they come from Ay (u) and 
Ay(")'. It results that again AEs ~ 1/~/~. 
(iii) Bj = B2 = 0. Eq. (4.8) becomes AE~ = - AylV)(b, E,s)/Y~)(b, Es) and, since the numerator behaves 
as E~ -3'/2 and the denominator behaves as 1/Es, it follows that AEs ~ 1/v/E, also in this case. 
As a matter of fact, it is perhaps useful to point out that the analysis of this case indicates 
that although the accuracy in the eigenfunctions associated to B~ =B2 =0 is the best of all, the 
accuracy in the eigenvalues remains the same. 
Since, under the conditions on Q of the theorem, a general h u behaviour is present in Ay(b, /~)  
and Ay'(b~/~,), we have the following result: 
There is a constant K~ ~ such that the absolute error of the eigenvalues produced by CPM[N, Q] 
with Q as in the above theorem is bounded as 
IAE,.I <K~ShN / v/~, (4.12) 
in the asymptotic range. 
To illustrate Eq. (4.12) we consider the boundary-value problem 
1! y, =(V(x)-E, . )y , ,  a=0,  b=r~, A j=A2=I ,B I=B2=0 (4.13) 
for the Paine potential, Eq. (3.46) for s=0,  1,2 .. . .  ,200 and solve it by CPM[0,0] at h = ~0 n. The 
variation of the absolute error AEs vs. V//~s is plotted in Fig. 3. 
We see that the data are bounded by some smooth upper and lower envelopes. The gap between 
the two envelopes first increases up to some maximum to gradually damp out as long as V/Es is 
further increased. To see things better, in Fig. 4, we plot v/EsAEs vs. V//~s. For large V//~,, we 
see that these data exhibit an oscillatory behaviour of practically constant amplitude around some 
average smooth curve which at its turn tends to zero as ~ is increased. This behaviour confirms 
bound (4.12) and the patterns given in Figs. 3 and 4 are typical for any CPM version. The position 
and amplitude of the relative maxima differ, of course, from problem to problem. 
5. Technical issues 
We have written a program which solves the boundary-value problem for the Schr6dinger equation 
by the method which contains all the terms written in Eqs. (B.1)-(B.8). It is obvious that this 
method cannot be enframed in the classification CPM[N,Q] because the terms in (B.1)-(B.8) were 
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collected on the basis that only contributions proportional to hp, p < 12, are retained. The algorithm 
is of order 12 for small /(Z(h)1 and of order 10 for asymptotic -Z(h) and for this reason it will 
be referred to as CPM(12,lO). 
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5.1. Choosing step sizes 
Let TOL be some input parameter for the tolerance in the one step propagators. Since the two 
characteristic orders of CPM{ 12,10} are so high, the step sizes consistent with TOL will be unusually 
large even when TOL is small. For this reason the evaluation of the step length in terms of only the 
leading term of the one-step error is usually unsatisfactory. Several terms must be used instead. The 
terms given in Eqs. (B. 1 )-(B.8) do not allow expressing the error for CPM{ 12,10} but they allow 
it for weaker versions. We then focus on version CPM{10,5} and all terms in Eqs. (B.1)-(B.8) 
which are supplementary to the terms to be used in this version are used to construct the error. The 
partition to be obtained in this way will certainly be conservative for the original CPM{12,10} but 
this is not very important because the program allows an a posteriori estimation of the real error, 
as it is explained later on. 
To evaluate the size of the step originating at X we take some trial h, evaluate V0 = V0, ~, ~, . . . ,  ~0, 
directly by 
/o ~= (2 i+ 1)h V(X+f)P i*( f /h  ) d6 (5.1) 
(a Gauss quadrature procedure with 12 points was used in all calculations) and first compute 
e0 = max{[Au(h)], ]Au'(h)hl, ]Av(h)/h], tAv'(h)]} (5.2) 
at Z(h)= 0, where Au(h),Au'(h),Av(h) and Av'(h) are all the terms in Eqs. (B.1)-(B.4) which 
are additional to the terms to be included in the algorithm of CPM{10,5}. We further consider 
contributions which may be important at Z(h)¢O due to the Z factorization which is not very 
transparent in the form in which Eqs. (B. 1 )-(B.8) are given. We observed that there are in essence 
three groups of contributions which are maximal at Zc(h)~, -30 , -60  and -100, respectively. 
These are 
e,_3o----max{0.3. 10-31/~, P6I +0.6.10-41¢11771,0.11.10-3[1721761} (5.3) 
e_6o =max{O.8.10-211771+0.6 • 10-41/7"1 177], 
0.11. 10-2[ 1761 + 0.1. 10-31/7" 2/761 + 0.2.10-31 V, 1771}, (5.4) 
s-lOO = max{0.5 • 10-2[ L I ,  0.45.10-3117,o[}, (5.5) 
and then the final error estimate is 
Sloc = max{e0, g-30, g-60, e-lO0}. (5.6) 
This allows constructing a new h as 
h,ew = h(YOL/eloc )l/Jl (5.7) 
and a decision is taken in terms of A = ]hnew/h - 11. If A>0.1 the procedure is repeated with 
h = h,ew. If A ~< 0.1, h is accepted and the procedure goes ahead to compute the step size of the 
next interval, which will originate at X + h. In each interval the potential dependent 
C~ u), m= 1,.. . ,5, C~m "'), m=0 .... ,5, C(m v), m=3,4 ,5 ,  C~ '), m=2 .... ,5, 
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given in Appendix B, are stored. C~ ~) and c~') ,_q are not stored since they are equal to -c'~u') and to ~0 
-C I  u), respectively. The corresponding h and V0 are also stored. Altogether 20 values are stored at 
each interval. The total number of resultant steps, kmax, is stored as well. 
In our program the partition is generated only once, at the beginning of the run, and it is never 
modified further on. For this reason the program is particularly suited for calculating massive sets of 
eigenvalues. For a further check on the accuracy we also added what we call a reference partition. 
This is the partition with 2kmax intervals constructed by halving each interval of the basic, previously 
generated partition. 
To summarize, our basic partition is constructed on the basis of the local error for CPM{10,5}. 
There is clearly a close connection between TOL and the errors in the eigenvalues to be obtained 
by this method but this is problem-dependent a d we cannot give a simple formula for it. However, 
since this partition is used to advance the solution by the more accurate version CPM{12,10}, we 
may expect that the accuracy in the eigenvalues obtained in this way will be better than TOL. 
Extensive experiments in which the accuracy was measured by comparison with the eigenvalues 
obtained on the reference partition have shown that ]AEsl <TOL in all cases, indeed. This need 
not always be so, and if I AE~.I > TOL then the program returns a warning along with its eigenvalue 
approximation. 
5.2. Evaluation of the number of zeros 
The following five data which are available on the single step [X,X + h] are used: y(X), y'(X), 
y(X + h), y'(X + h) and Z(h). 
Two cases are distinguished in terms of the sign of Z(h): 
Z(h)>0:  In this (barrier) case the number of zeros sx is given by 
0 if y(X)y(X+h)>O, (5.8) 
Sx= 1 if y(X)y(X + h) <<. 0. 
Z(h)<0:  In this (well) case, let co = ~ / h  be the associated frequency. The solution and 
its derivative are written in the scaled Pruffer form (Eq. (5.13) in Pryce's book, with S = co), 
i.e., y(x) = og-1/2p(x) sin 0(x), y'(x) = ~ol/2p(x) cos O(x), and Sx is the number of zeros of O(x) on 
[X,X +h]. An important point is that O(x) is of the form O(x)= ~(x -  X )+ c~(x), where 4~(x) is 
close to the constant value ~b(X) = arctanUoy(X)/y'(X)). If it is admitted that qS(x) remains just 
unchanged on [X,X + h], then Sx is the number of integers in the interval (qS(X)/rt, (~h + ~p(X))/rt) 
and this is the procedure used in SLEDGE. 
We compute sx in the same way but add a correction in the phase. We assume that q~(x) is of the 
form ~b(x)=qS(X) + AqS(x) and calculate AqS(X + h). If n~ is the integer part of (a~h + dp(X))/rt, then 
~=ogh+q~(X)-ne~x lies between ~ and ~ We also compute ~*=arctan(eoy(X+h)/y'(X+h)) -~  .  
to evaluate the correction AqS(X + h) by the formula 
{ ~*-q~+rt  i fq~*-q~<-½rt ,  ~* -~-n  i fq~*-q~>½rt,  (5.9) 
A~(X + h) = ~* - q~ otherwise, 
and Sx is the number of integers in the interval (dp(X)/rt, (coh + gp(X)+ A(o(X + h))/rt). 
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This formula works particularly well when the values of h are consistent with small values of 
TOL. In these cases the correction is also small. In all the experimental cases on which we report 
in the next section (there we have used TOL=10 -8) the absolute value of the correction is typically 
around 10 -4. It was bigger than this figure on a few occasions but it has never exceeded 5.10 -2. 
In spite of this, the introduction of this correction was essential for a correct evaluation of sx in a 
significant number of cases. 
5.3. Location o f  the eigenvalues 
The search of the eigenvalues i done by repeated calls of the subroutine QUALINF. For given 
E, this subroutine computes the forwards solution on I /=  [a, Xmatch] and the backwards olution on 
Ir = [Xmatch, b], tO obtain the values of y, y',  YE and y~ at each side of the matching point Xm~tch. The 
position of the matching point is fixed at the very beginning of the computation and never modified 
again. It is the mesh point which is the closest to the bottom of the potential. The initial conditions 
for YE and y~ are yE(~)=y~(~)=0,  ~=a,b .  The data obtained at each side of Xmatch are combined 
to calculate 
phi = y/y~ - y ry~/  (5.10) 
its derivative with respect o E, 
dphi ' ' ' ' = Y/EYr + Y/YrE - YrEYs -- YrYc'E (5.11 ) 
and 
enew= E - phi/dphi, (5.12) 
which are furnished in the output. The total number of zeros ns is also calculated and given in the 
output. 
We locate the eigenvalues as the roots of phi by means of the Newton iteration procedure and this 
is why enew is important. The Newton iteration procedure is convergent only if the initial guess for 
E is sufficiently close to the eigenvalue Es which has to be located. The procedure consists of two 
stages. In the first stage, an energy interval is searched such that any E in this interval represents 
a good initial guess for the Newton iteration. The second stage consists in effectively iterating until 
the requested accuracy is achieved. 
We now briefly describe the first stage. It is assumed that the eigenvalue Es_~ is known and 
that the value of some f" such as Es-i <E<Es  is also known. Any E in the interval [Elow,L'up] 
is convenient for starting the Newton iteration provided the following conditions are fulfilled: (a) 
Elow /> J~, phi(E) and phi(Elow) have the same sign and ns(J~low) equals s -  1 or s; (b) phi(/~low) 
and phi(_Eup)have opposite signs and ns(/~up) equals s or s + 1; (c) enew(/~low) and enew(/~up) are 
inside [Elow, Eup]. The rootfinder procedure actually starts with Eiow = E and Eup =/~ + hen (hen is one 
of the input paramaters furnished by the user) and uses successive doublings or halvings until the 
conditions mentioned above are satisfied. Once the acceptable values have been found, the Newton 
iteration process is activated with E----(Elow + Eup)/2 as the initial guess. To continue the calculation 
for the next eigenvalue, E~+l, a good starting value is/~ = Eup. 
The same ideas are applied in order to locate the lowest eigenvalue in the energy interval 
[Emin,Emax] required by the user. Subroutine QUALINF is first called at E = Emin. The output value 
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of ns indicates that s of the lowest eigenvalue may be either ns or ns + 1. The program first sets 
s=ns and computes /~low and /~up with /~ = Emin as a starting value. An indefinite decrease of the 
length of [E~ow,/~up] indicates that this assignment was wrong and the procedure is repeated at the 
new s = ns+ 1. 
It is relevant o mention that the search for the eigenvalues i first done on the basic partition 
and only on this case the first stage of the search is activated. The search of the eigenvalues on 
the reference partition involves only the Newton iteration process which starts with the eigenvalues 
calculated on the basic partition. Since the difference of the two eigenvalues i usually very small, 
only one or two iterations are typically necessary and thus the calculation of the reference igenvalues 
requires an extra effort which is almost negligible. 
5.4. Normalization of the eigenfunction 
This requires an accurate computation of the integral of y2 on each step. The latter is done as 
in [6]. 
The derivative with respect o E of Eq. (2.1) reads 
= (V(x )  - E )yE  - y .  (5.13) 
On multiplying this by y and Eq. (2.1) by YE and then subtracting and integrating over the step 
[X,X + h] we get 
f 
X+h 
t X+h y2(x)dx = [y'(x)ye(x) - y(x)yE(x)] x • 
.Ix 
All quantities which appear on the r.h.s, of this equations are known. 
(5.14) 
6. Numerical illustrations 
In our program the potential V(x) is fumished by the user as a function POT(X). Other input 
parameters are: TOL, domain ends a and b, boundary condition weights A1,BI,A2,B2, lower and 
upper limits Emin, Ema× of the energy interval in which the eigenvalues have to be calculated and 
an initial value for the energy step hen to scan the interval. 
In output he program offers the set of eigenenergies and the associated normalized eigenfunctions 
for each of the two partitions and the estimated value of the absolute error of each eigenenergy 
calculated on the basic partition. 
In its written form, the program has two restrictions: (i) V(x) should be well behaved on [a,b]; 
Coulomb or centrifugal terms are not accepted; (ii) V(x) should not exhibit thick barriers inside 
(a,b). Restriction (i) can be removed by a pieeewise perturbation method for singular potentials, as 
described in [3, Section 3.7]. Removing restriction (ii) would consist in using multiple shooting. 
We compare this program with SLEDGE [11], SLEIGN [3] and SL02F [10] on problems 1, 2 
and 7 of Appendix B of [8]. The potential function is the Paine potential, Eq. (3.46) for problem 1, 
the Mathieu potential V(x)= 2r cos(2x) with r = 1, for problem 2 and the Coffey-Evans potential 
V(x) = -2f l  cos(2x) + f12 sinZ(2x) with fl = 20 and fl = 30, for problem 7. The domain limits are 
a = 0, b = it for problems 1 and 2, and a = -½7t, b = 2nl for problem 7. In all problems we use 
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Table 1 
Comparison of the four codes for problem 1 
309 
&Es 
s Reference E~ Present program SLEDGE SLEIGN SL02F 
0 1.519865821099347 -3.8(-14) 3.0(-09) 3.8(-11 ) -1.4(-11 )
10 123.4977068009282 2.7( - 13 ) 2.8( - 07 ) -6.2( -09 ) - 2.8( -09 ) 
20 443.8529598351505 -1.1(-13) 6.3(-07) -2.2(-08) 5.8(-08) 
30 963.9644462621102 1.8( - 12 ) 1.1 ( - 06) 2.5( -08 ) 5.1 (-07) 
40 1684.012014337854 3.2(-12) 1.8(-06) -7.5(-07) -7.1(-06) 
50 2604.036332024595 4.5(-13) 3.1(-06) -3.5(-07) 3.1(-05) 
nfev 1164 126 930 599 230 76 772 
CPU time (s) 31.2 54.0 574.0 292.6 
Table 2 
Comparison of the four codes for problem 2 
A~ 
s Reference Es Present program SLEDGE SLEIGN SL02F 
0 -0.1102488169920971 6.5(-12) 1.1(-09) 6.3(-11) -2.1(-11) 
10 121.0041667612691 -1.2(-11) 1.2(-07) -7.8(-10) -1.7(-09) 
20 441.0011363654933 1.1(- 11 ) 1.5(-06) - 1.7(-09) - 1.3(-08) 
30 961.0005208335109 1.4(-12) 1.0(-06) 5.0(-08) 2.5(-07) 
40 1681.000297619081 6.8( - 13 ) 1.6( -06 ) 1.4(-07) -4.5( -07 ) 
50 2601.000192307701 0 2.7( -05 ) 2.0( - 07 ) 6.3( - 08 ) 
nfev 672 106 782 489 829 78 064 
CPU time (s) 21.1 43.1 438.0 78.0 
A i = A2 -- 1, B1 -- B2 --- 0. In our program we use  Emi  n = - 1 and Ema x = 2700 for problems 1 and 2, 
Emin = 0, Emax = 250 for problem 7 with fl = 20, Emi  n = 0 and Emax = 350 for problem 7 with f l - -30,  
to obtain 51 eigenvalues for problems 1 and 2, and six eigenvalues for each of  the two fl's in 
problem 7. The value of  hen is 20 in all cases. In all programs we impose one and the same value 
for the tolerance, TOL =1.0 .10  -8. 
The results are collected in Tables 1-4. In each table we give the reference Es, as resulted from 
our run on the reference partition, and the deviations AEs = Es -  Es where Es are the energies 
calculated in the basic partition for our program, and the usual outputs for the other three programs. 
We benefitted of  the possibility of  using code SLDRIVER [9] which collects the three mentioned 
programs. We also give the total number of  function evaluations (nfev) required by each program 
to compute the whole set of  eigenvalues at the mentioned TOL and also the associated CPU time. 
We used a PC with a 386 processor. For shortness, in Tables 1 and 2, we give details only on 
several eigenvalues,  = 0, 10,20,30,40 and 50. 
These data enable several conclusions: 
(i) Our program is clearly better than the others with respect o nfev. This is rather normal because 
the two partitions are generated only once. As a matter of  fact, the number of  intervals of  the 
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Table 3 
Comparison of the four codes for problem 7 at fl = 20 
A~ 
s Reference E,. Present program SLEDGE SLEIGN SL02F 
0 0.0000000000000245 -6.9( - 10) -4.5( - 10) 1.8(-09) -4.9( - 11 ) 
1 77.9169567714434 -1.3(-09) 6.5(-08) 1.1(-08) -1.4(-09) 
2 151.4627783464567 2.0(-10) -4.2(-04)? -1.1(-08) -2.4(-04) 
3 151.4632236576587 -3.6(-10) 6.0(-08)? -3.0(-08) -3.3(-09) 
4 151.4636689883517 2.0(-10) 3.5(-04) -1.3(-08) 2.3(-04)? 
5 220.1542298352598 1.2(-09) -1.3(-08) 2.2(-08) -5.4(-09) 
nfev 2232 60 496 352 138 47 968 
CPU time (s) 11.1 30.5 334.4 260.5 
Table 4 
Comparison of the four codes for problem 7 at fl = 30 
s Reference E~ Present program SLEDGE SLEIGN SL02F 
0 0.0000000000006342 -2.3(-09) -4.1(-10) -2.6(-09) -4.5(-01)? 
1 117.9463076620697 -3.4(-09) -2.6(-08) -1.2(-08) -9.2(-10) 
2 231.6649292371278 -1.5(-09) -7.6(-08)? -2.0(-09) -8.7(-08) 
3 231.6649293129618 -2.4(-09) -1.5(-08)? -2.9(-09) -1.4(-07) 
4 231.6649293887955 -1.5(-09) 1.2(-07)? -1.1(-09) -3.5(-01)? 
5 340.8882998096132 1.1(-09) -6.2(-08) 5.4(-08) 9.6(-09) 
nfev 2616 120 568 2 001 652 39 038 
CPU time (s) 15.4 60.6 1873.3 194.0 
(ii) 
(iii) 
basic partition with our program is 16, 10, 38 and 45 for problems 1, 2, 7 (fl = 20) and 7 
(fl = 30), respectively. The other programs seemingly treat the computation of  each eigenvalue 
as more or less separate problems. 
Our program is also definitely better with respect to both the CPU time and the accuracy in 
the results. 
A first striking aspect refers to the comparative magnitudes of  the error. Our errors are obviously 
smaller and, in addition, they do not exhibit a violent variation with s. For problems 1 and 2, 
the first and the last errors are the smallest, a situation which can be easily understood in terms 
of  the behaviour plotted in Figs. 3 and 4. For the same two problems the errors of  the other 
programs visibly increase with s but this is due to the fact that the accuracy control is there 
done in terms of  the absolute or relative error, according to the magnitude of  Es involved. As 
a matter of  fact, for each ]Es] > 1 the relative error IAEs/Es] is well within TOE in all cases 
of  the problems 1 and 2. 
Another striking aspect is that problem 7 seems to rise difficulties for SLEDGE and SL02F. 
Here the accuracies ubstantially fluctuate in terms of  s (especially in Table 3) and also the 
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number of warnings (denoted by question marks) is significant. SLEIGN behaves much better 
in this respect but its run is very slow. 
We are aware that SLEDGE, SLEIGN and SL02F cover a substantially wider range of problems 
than our program. However, it is just their aim of approaching so many problems in a single program 
which is the main reason that prevents them competing well with programs for restricted problems. 
Seen in this way, the construction of a general code just restricted to the Schr6dinger equation 
appears as a real challenge of immediate importance for many potential users. 
We think that the CPM methods can be used to improve the performance of other programs as 
well. In fact, any Sturm-Liouville problem can be reduced to a Schr6dinger-like problem, which is 
ideal for the CPMs. 
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Appendix A 
Functions ~(Z), qo(Z), ql(Z),..., originally introduced in [5] (they are denoted there as ~(Z), 7/0(Z), 
~l(Z),...), are defined as follows: 
{cos(]Z] ~/2) if Z ~< 0, 
~(Z)= cosh(Zl/2) if Z>0,  (A.1) 
{ sin(]Zl'/2)/[Z[ '/2 if Z<0,  
t/0(g) = 1 if Z = 0, (A.2) 
sinh(Zl/2)/Z I/2 if Z>0,  
ql(Z), r/2(Z),..., are constructed by recurrence: 
ql(Z) = [~(Z) - qo(Z)]/Z, qm = [t/m-2(Z) -- (2m -- 1)qm_~(Z)]/Z, m = 2,3, . . . .  (A.3) 
Some useful properties are as follows: 
(i) Series expansion: 
ec gmq zq  (A.4) 
t/re(Z) = 2 m ~ (2q + 2m + 1 )!' 
q=0 
with 
1 if m = 0, 
gmq= (q+l ) (q+2) . . . (q+m)  if m>0.  (A.5) 
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In particular, 
1 
ri,n(0) - (A.6) (2m + 1)!! 
(ii) Asymptotic behaviour at large ]Z[: 
.'~ f ~(Z)/Z (m+l)/2 fo r  odd  m, 
rim(Z) rio(Z)/Z m/2 for even m. 
(iii) Differentiation properties: 
~'(z) = ½rio(Z), ' ' rlm(Z ) = O, 1 ,2 , . . . .  5rim+l(Z), m = 
(A.7) 
(A.8) 
Appendix B 
We give below a collection of terms, obtained by MATHEMATICA, for the four elements of the 
propagation matrix P(5), Eq. (2.4) at 5 = h. With V0, V1, V2,...,V10 defined in Eq. (2.18) and 
17i = Vih i+2, i=  1,2,..., 10, Z=(V0-E)h  2 and functions ¢(Z),rim(Z), m=0, 1,2 .... as in Appendix A, 
these expressions are as follows: 
oo 
u(h) = ~(z) + Z C(,.">rim(Z) ' (B.1) 
m=l 
OG 
hu'(h) Zri0(z) + ~ (°') = C)~ rim(Z), (B.2) 
m=0 
oo 
~(h)/h ri0(z) + ~ (v) = C)~ rim(Z), (B.3) 
m=2 
(v') 
v'(h) = ¢(Z) + Q rim(Z), (B.41 
m=l 
whereby 
CI u) = 
C~ u) = 
C~ u) = 
-[V1 + 173 + 175 + 177 + 1?91/2 + ~(h13), 
[5173 + 14175 + 27177 + 441791/2- [10517( + 63i722 + 45I ?2 + 35/7421/2520 + C(h'3), 
-3121 175 + 99177 + 286179]/2 + [217, 172 + 17, 173 + 217~ 174 + 2172173 + 17, 175 + 2171 76 
+2172175 + 2173174 + V, V7 + V3Vs] /4-  [63/? 2 - 60i732 + 35172]/840 + C(h'3), 
CC4 u) = 31429177 + 28601?9]/2 + [-9171 1?s + 3V2V4 - 5417, 176 - 42172 Vs-36V3 V4 - 2217~ 177 
+ 3172176 - 9173175]/4 + 5[-9172 + 35 1742]/168 
+ [351?~ + 42172172 + 35172173 + 21 17, 172 + 54Pl 172173 + 6173]/1680 + C(h~3), 
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C~ u) = -364651?9/2 + [396I?,/7" 6 + 252172175 + 210173174 + 143V,//7 - 33 V2 V6 
+ 15173175 - 2101742]/4 - [805172 173 + 65117, 172 + 42017,2174 
+ 300V, V2V3 - 60173]/1680 + 174/1152 + C(h'3), 
C(_m") = 0 + C(h '(ml) with t(m)>>- 13 Vm~>6, (B.5) 
C~o u')= [172 ÷ 174 + 176 ÷ 178 + I510]/2 ÷ (~(h14), 
C~"') -[3172 + 10174 + 21176 + 36178 + 5517,o]/2 1 z
- [105/2, 2+ 63172 + 45/7 "2 + 35/?42]/2520 + (~(h14), 
C2 I"'l [35174 + 189176 + 594178 + 143017~o]/2 
- [217, 173 + 2171 75 ÷ 172174 ÷ 2V, Vv + V2V6 Jr- 2173175]/4 
-- [73517( + 378i722 + 675i732 + 350174]/2520 + C(h'4), 
C~ ~') = -[693/7"6 + 5148/78 + 21450V1o]/2 
+ [16/7", 173 + 4317,/?5 + 26172174 + 82V, 177 + 48172176 + 63 P3175]/4 
+[11971? 2 + 37351? 2 +4900/?42]/840 
+ [717717,- - 35172174 Jr- 5417, 172V3 - -  1517231/1680 + (~;l(h'4), 
C4 Cu'~ = [193051?8 + 1823251?,0]/2 - [261 17~ P5 + 165172174 + 121017~ 177 + 726172176 + 726173 175]/4 
- 5[19171732 + 73921?2]/504 + [2331P(172 + 231017,2174 + 4752171 7,.173 + 234173]/5040 
+ 174/1 52 ÷ (~(h14), 
C~ " ' /= -692835~o/2 + [65781?, V7 + 3927172176 + 3165V3 V5]/4 + 8785 V42/24 
- [3139517(174 + 44370V, V2V3 + 56791?3]/5040 + 13 17~/1152 + O(h14), 
C(vm u') = 0 ÷ (~(h t(m)) with t(m)>~ 14 Vm~>6, (B.6) 
qv)= __ [172 -~ 174 ~- 176 "q- 178 -~ V,o]/2 + (9(h14), 
C3 ~)= [7174 + 18176 + 33178]/2 - [3517( + 21 172 + 15/7.2]/840 + C(h,2), 
C4 ~) = -[99176 + 429/.?8]/2 + [217, 173 + 217, 175 + 3172174]/4 + [63172 + 40/?32]/280 + C(h'2), 
C5 ~'' = 21451?8/2 - [2717, 175 + 19172174]/4 - 115172/56 + 11/7"(172/240 + C(h'2), 
C¢_m ~') = 0 + C(h '¢m)) with t(m) >~ 12 Vm/> 6, (B.7) 
C(V') , = [17, ÷ 173 -4- 175 -4- 177 -4- 1791/2 -4- (~(hl3), 
C,-(~') - -[5173 -4- 14175 -4- 27177 .4.44179]/2 - [10517, 2 -4- 63172 -4- 45i732 -4- 35172]/2520 -4- 6:(h~3), 
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C(V') = 31211P5 + 9917"7 + 2861P9]/2 3 
- [21?, V2 - V1 V3 --~ 21"~1V4 Jr- 2 IP2 P3 - I7", Vs + 2V-~ V6 -1- 2P2 tp, + 2 I7"3 V4 - VI I7"7 - P3 I7,1/4 
- [6317"2 - 60IP 2 + 35I?2]/840 + ¢(h'3), 
C4 (~') -31429g + 2860Pg]/2-[9V~V5 3122I?4-54V~V6 42/I2//5 36V3V4 + 22V, V7 
- 3VgV6 + 9f'3 ¢s]/4 + 519P32 + 35p2]/168 - [35P~ - 4217"217"2 + 351,7217"3 
+ 21 I7"117"22 - 5417", lP2g - 617"31/1680 + C(h'3), 
C~ '') = 36465179/2 + [ -396P,  I7"6 - 252122 lP5 - 210173 lP4 + 143P, 17"7 - 33 P2 V6 
q- 15V 3 I75 -- 21017"42]/4 + [80517" 2 lP 3 --}- 65117", I p2 - 4201P2 V4 
-3001P, V2173 + 601p3]/1680 + P~/1152 + C(h'3), 
(7.(_ v') = 0 -t- (~(h t(m)) with t(m)>>. 13 Vm>~6. (B.8) 
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